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Miniature shrines (zushi) are one of the most common formats for installing 
Buddhist art in Japan. A critical analysis of its etymology, however, reveals multiple 
currents beyond the Buddhist context that constitute its form and efficacy. 
This paper delineates three scenarios that register the polysemy of zushi and its 
development across time. First, it connects zushi with Chinese funerary culture and 
meditative practices, which deploy architectural forms to communicate the process 
of mental transcendence. Second, the article turns to eighth-century Japanese court 
documents that specify zushi as ceremonial receptacles for the transfer of royal 
treasures, which transform zushi into symbolic vessels for legitimizing rulership. 
Next, the paper examines the factors that contribute to the formal and linguistic 
amalgams between Buddhist portable shrines and zushi in Japan. The discussion 
concludes by arguing that the efficacy of zushi is predicated on the varying modes of 
mobility associated with their scale, materiality, and social actors that serve as their 
vehicles of movement. 
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Of varying shapes, sizes, and materials, miniature shrines (zushi 厨子) that house 
Buddhist icons can be found in temples in Japan as well as in museums across 
the world.1 With a long history in the religious life in premodern Japan, zushi 
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1. Inagaki Hisao defined zushi as “a small shrine or sanctuary for a buddha or sage.” See 
Inagaki 2003: 374.
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remain relevant today for inspiring the kind of Buddhist altars (butsudan 仏壇) 
popular in Japanese households.2 However, zushi’s ubiquity remains insufficiently 
addressed, and a majority of them have yet to be dated and contextualized. Existing 
scholarship tends to subsume zushi under the umbrella notion of shôgon 荘厳 
(“sacred adornment”) that serves to aggrandize an icon’s power, whereas in curatorial 
practice zushi are often classified as ritual or domestic furnishings (chôdohin 調度

品).3 These frameworks largely fall short of capturing the polysemy of zushi, let 
alone their shifting uses and meanings across time. To delineate the development 
of zushi in and beyond the Buddhist context, this article begins by connecting zushi 
with funerary culture and meditative rituals in China that deploy architectural 
metaphors for visualizing the realms of transcendence. Next, the article turns 
to eighth-century court documents in Japan that refashion zushi as both the 
receptacles of royal treasures as well as political vessels for conferring rulership 
and authority. Subsequently, the article explores the resonance between zushi and 
different forms of spatial constructs in Buddho-Daoist texts and material cultures, 
foregrounding how architectural expressions mediate the realms of the corporeal 
and the cosmological. 

Zushi and Material Culture in Early Medieval China

Historical texts from early medieval China suggest that zushi might originate from a 
type of cabinet for icon veneration named chu 廚. For example, the sixth-century Yu 
Sengzheng jiao 與僧正教 (A Letter to the Chief Abbot) records that in the monasteries 
at Yongzhou, icons were often grouped together in a cabinet for worship. The 
author Xiao Gang 蕭綱 (503-551) states that:

[These temples] either place the Ten Honorable Ones and the Five Saints (Shizun 
Wusheng 十尊五聖) inside one cabinet (chu 廚), or juxtapose the bodhisattvas and the 
Tathâgatas within. Their practice contradicts with their faith. While they appear devoted, 
their sentiment suggests otherwise. There are zealous for spiritual growth, but they lack 
the proper effort.4

2. See Rambelli 2010: 66; Nelson 2008.
3. For a general discussion of shôgon (Ch.: zhuangyan) in the design of reliquaries and 

tombs in East Asian Buddhist art, see Mochizuki and Tsukamoto 1974-1988 Vol. 9: 
673.

4. Xiao Gang 蕭綱, Yu Sengzheng jiao 與僧正教. In: Daoxuan 道宣 (ed.), Guang hongming ji 
廣弘明集, T 2103: 或十尊五聖共處一廚 或大士如來倶藏一櫃 信可謂心與事背 貎是情非 増
上意多 精進心少. Author’s translation. I thank Xu Zhu for suggesting this source.
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The text indicates that by the sixth century, juxtaposing icons in one cabinet for 
worship was common at least in southern China, to the extent that it drew criticism 
from the political elites. Furthermore, the record suggests that the enshrinement 
practice was not exclusive to Buddhist icons, for the term “Five Saints” (Wusheng 
五聖) might refer to either the popular deities known as the “Spirits of the Five 
Supernatural Powers” (Wutong shen 五通神) that were popular in the south, or 
the Five Gods (Wushen 五神) in Daoist alchemical texts.5 Furthermore, the fifth-
century Daoist text Zhen’gao 真誥 (Declarations of the True Ones) states that in 
429, the Daoist master Xu Cheng 許丞, fleeing political turmoil, carried with him 
sacred scriptures and deposited them inside a cabinet (chuzi 廚子) in the meditation 
room ( jingshi 靜室) of his confidant at Qiantang.6 That the cabinets are specifically 
named as chu or chuzi in these records underscores their symbolic significance for 
the worship or preservation of sacred images and texts. Moreover, these records 
reveal that by the sixth century chu might operate as eclectic religious spaces that 
accommodated a wide range of icons and cultic practices in China.

Funerary material culture in China might serve as another source of inspiration 
that conditioned the development of zushi. Known as mingqi 明器 (“spirit vessels”), 
they are primarily earthenware objects mimicking the forms of domestic furnishings 
or architectural structures such as storehouses, watchtowers, or fortified mansions. 
As Guo Qinghua has pointed out, the peak of mingqi production occurred during 
the Eastern Han period (206 BCE-220 CE) when they populated tombs of different 
social classes.7 In Confucian texts such as Liji 禮記 (The Book of Rites), mingqi are 
discussed alongside mural paintings and sculptural reliefs that furnish the interior 
of tomb chambers, and they are clearly distinguished from utilitarian vessels 
(shengqi 生器) and sacrificial vessels ( jiqi 祭器).8 As such, rather than being the mere 
substitutes of any real-life artifact, mingqi were conceived to transfer the possessions 
and social statuses of the deceased to the next world, or project the kind of idealized 
afterlife that the deceased would enjoy eternally. 

5. The worship of Wutong shen remained popular in late imperial China, see Davis 2001: 
285-286, note 49; Lagerwey 2004: xxv; Von Glahn 2004. For the correspondence 
between the Five Gods and the five viscera (liver, heart, spleen, lungs, and kidneys) in 
Daoist alchemical texts, see Eskildsen 2015: 194-201; Mollier 2008: 46.

6. Tao Hongjing 陶弘景, Zhen’gao 真誥, DZ 1016. For an analysis of the structure and 
ritual conducted in the meditation room, see Huang 2015: 190-192; Kirkova 2016: 
222-224; Bumbacher 2012: 86-88.

7. Guo 2016: 5-6; Liu 2005 and 2017: 35-37. 
8. Wu 2015a: 240.
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The connection between Chinese funerary culture and zushi is further 
supported by the discovery of storehouse-shaped mingqi known as chu 廚. 
Discovered mainly from tombs in Henan and Sichuan provinces, these chu-
type funerary vessels often contain architectural elements such as hip-and-gable 
roofs and movable door panels that mimic similar features of real-life granaries. 
The additional labor involved with inserting these architectural details further 
indicates how chu-type artifacts were charged with symbolic significance. As Hong 
Jeehee has succinctly put it, mingqi operate as the mediative agents negotiating 
the intersection of the realms of the living and the dead.9 Scale plays a pivotal role 
in such negotiation. As Wu Hung has argued, it is precisely the diminutive scale 
and inconsumability of mingqi that signify the deceased as their intended users.10 
On the one hand, architectural mingqi cannot operate without some degree of 
mimesis to existing building forms. On the other hand, their non-anthropocentric 
scale conjures an interiority that refuses to be circumscribed by the living world.11 
Intimate yet inaccessible, architectural mingqi maintain a delicate balance between 
semblance and imagination, adhering to the known world yet declaring their 
autonomy from it.

That mingqi in medieval China were known and used in early Japan is supported 
by the 612/2/28 entry in Nihon shoki 日本書紀 (The Chronicles of Japan), which 
records the reburial of Kitashihime 堅塩媛 (dates unknown), the mother of the 
female sovereign Suiko 推古 (r. 592-628), to the tumulus of the previous ruler 
Kinmei 欽明 (r. 539-571).12 The entry states that:

9. Hong 2015: 162.
10. Wu 2015b: 287-288.
11. As art historians Joan Kee and Emanuele Lugli have argued, scaled-down artifacts 

afford us the opportunity to reexamine the world unbound by an anthropocentric 
worldview, see Kee and Lugli 2015. 

12. As Kumagai Kimio argues, rulers of ancient Japan were called kimi 君, and the title 
ôkimi was adopted by Yûryaku 雄略 (r. 456-479) around the second half of the fifth 
century to signify his power over other regional lords. See Kumagai 2008: 13. Based 
on evidence from wooden tablets (mokkan 木簡) excavated from the site of Asuka Pond 
飛鳥池遺跡, it is believed that the title tennô only became official during the reign of 
Tenmu 天武 (r. 673-686). See Nishino 2005 and Pradel 2016: 94-95. Moreover, as Joan 
R. Piggott has argued, the translation of tennô as “emperor” is problematic because it 
presupposes the existence of an empire founded on military conquest. Yet even by the 
eighth century, the Yamato court did not have the armed forces to accomplish that. It is 
thus more accurate to translate tennô as “heavenly sovereign.” See Piggott 1997: 8-9 and 
91-92; Holcombe 2001: 198; Williams 2003: 21-22. For the Daoist implication in the 
title tennô in both Chinese and Japanese contexts, see Ooms 2009: 154-156. 
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Second month, twenty-eighth day
The Great Consort Kitashihime was reinterred in the Great Tumulus of Hinokuma. 
On this day funeral orations were pronounced on the Karu highway. First, Abe no Uchi 
no Omi Tori pronounced an eulogistic decree of the Empress, and made fifteen thousand 
kinds of offerings to the spirit of the deceased including spirit utensils (meiki 明器) and 
spirit garments (meii 明衣).13

This entry indicates that by the early seventh century mingqi had already been 
integrated into the funerary practice of the political elites in Japan. While it is not 
clear whether these artifacts were imported or manufactured locally, considering the 
long history of large-scale royal tumulus constructed during the Kofun period (ca. 
third to sixth centuries CE), meiki might serve as a foreign loanword to denote all 
kinds of funerary artifacts designed for these mega-structures. More importantly, 
considering that the reburial of Kitashihime postdated the “official” introduction of 
Buddhism in 552 (as stated in Nihon shoki) by about seven decades, the entry reveals 
that Kofun-period burial customs were practiced alongside that of Buddhism 
during the sixth and seventh centuries. Such overlap is further supported by the 
fact that the court in Japan only practiced cremation at the beginning of the eighth 
century.14 The adoption of Buddhism in Japan should thus be understood less as 
a drastic overnight reform as portrayed in historical texts than as a long process of 
negotiation between imported and pre-existing beliefs.  

Consuming Immortality: The Ritual Dimensions of Chu

Apart from manifesting materially as funerary artifacts, chu also denote a range 
of rituals in early medieval China. The latter might originate from the sacrificial 
banquets known as chuhui 廚會 in ancient China, which were dedicated to the 
god of soil to guarantee good harvest.15 Often involving sumptuous feasts and 
entertainment, such communal rites were heavily criticized by early Daoist schools 
such as Tianshidao 天師道 (The Way of Celestial Masters) for their lavishness and 
excess. However, condemnation did not result in complete rejection. Recognizing 
the ritual’s potential in expanding lay patronage, Tianshidao tactfully absorbed 
chuhui within its liturgical practices and “sanitized” it by replacing sumptuous 

13. NS Vol. 3: 566-567: 二月辛亥朔庚午 改葬皇太夫人堅鹽媛於檜隈大陵 是日誄於輕街内 第
一 阿倍内臣鳥 誄天皇之命 則奠靈 明器明衣之類萬五千種也. English translation adopted 
and modified from Aston 1972 Vol. 2: 143.

14. Ooms 2009: 46; McCallum 2012: 14. 
15. Kleeman 2016: 257. See also Stein 1979. 
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banquets with meatless diets of vegetables and rice.16 As stated in the fifth-century 
Yaoxiu keyi jielu chao 要修科儀戒律鈔 (Important Documents on Cultivating Ritual 
and Discipline), grain donated for the Daoist chu would go directly into the Heavenly 
Storehouse (tiancang 天倉) for disaster relief.17 Moreover, to avoid waste, ritual 
leftovers would be distributed to the public, and it was believed that consuming 
them would expedite one’s communion with the divine. In doing so, chuhui 
were purposefully reconfigured by early Daoist schools not only to expand their 
patronage networks, but also to refashion them as charitable institutions established 
for the common good. 

Concurrent with the stress of frugality, the focus of chu rituals in the Daoist 
context shifted from consumption to meditation, and accordingly, from the public 
to the private realms. Such development can be discerned from the proliferation of 
scriptures that served as “self-help” guides for conducting chu rituals domestically.18 
For instance, Laozi shuo Wuchu jingzhu 老子説五廚經註 (Scriptures of the Five 
Kitchens as Revealed by Laozi, with Commentary; hereafter Wuchu jing) instructs 
practitioners to accomplish mental transcendence through committed fasting 
and the consumption of natural elements like dew and wind.19 Those who have 
proceeded to the more advanced stages can overcome hunger by visualizing food 
at any moment during meditation. In the fourth-century Shenxian zhuan 神仙傳 
(Biographies of Divine Immortals), the author Ge Hong 葛洪 (283-343) recounts 
the legend of Li Gen 李根, a Daoist immortal known for his ability to summon 
the “mobile kitchen” (xingchu 行廚) anytime to generate marvelous dishes from all 
over the world for himself and his guests.20 Known as zuozhi xingchu 坐致行廚, the 
technique was regarded by early Daoist schools such as Shangqingdao 上清道 (The 
Way of the Highest Clarity) as fundamental to master the arts of longevity.21 Such 
skill would also facilitate practitioners to visualize and internalize the celestial realm 
of immortality within one’s body, which is denoted in these texts as tianchu 天廚 
(“heavenly kitchen”) or tiantang 天堂 (“celestial palace”). The interchangeability of 

16. Specific titles were created within the Daoist bureaucratic structures to monitor the 
logistics of the ritual, including jianchu 監厨 (the Supervisor of the Kitchen), jiezhong 節
衆 (the Regulator of the Masses), and dade 大徳 (the Priest of Great Virtue). For their 
respective duties, see Kleeman 2016: 265-266.

17. Zhu Faman 朱法滿, Yaoxiu keyi jielu chao 要修科儀戒律鈔, DZ 463: 同集天師治 付天倉

及五十里亭中 以防凶年飢民往來之乏. 
18. Mollier 2008: 24.
19. Laozi shuo wuchu jingzhu 老子説五廚經註, DZ 763. See also Mollier 2008: 48-49.
20. For the complete translation, see Campany 2002: 219-220.
21. Mollier 2008: 41.
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these two terms is significant for considering how bodily nourishment is deployed 
metaphorically to explicate the abstract concept of spiritual advancement, and more 
importantly, how corporeality, architecture, and religious cosmology are imagined as 
a continuum in such process.

Buddhism also participated in refashioning chu as meditative rituals. As 
Christine Mollier has pointed out, competition of patronage fostered cross-
pollination of scriptures across belief systems in early medieval China.22 One 
such text that discusses chu-related rituals is Foshuo sanchu jing 佛説三廚經 (Sûtra 
of the Three Kitchens as Preached by the Buddha). The “Three Kitchens” (sanchu 
三廚) in the title refer to three types of spiritual insight one can attain through 
visualization, which concern the compassion and consciousness of the self, the 
mental preparedness for the four stages of enlightenment, and the realization 
of the principles of non-being and non-divine.23 Recalling similar rhetoric about 
chu in Daoist texts, Foshuo sanchu jing domesticates chu as Buddhist rites that 
can be conducted in the comfort of one’s home, and stresses the efficacy of chu 
in overcoming one’s hunger and other primal impulses for attaining longevity.24 

In addition, the text proclaims that by practicing chu in just one year, one can be 
liberated from the samsaric life and secure a speedy rebirth at the Pure Land of 
Amitâbha. It states that:

Reciting the text while keeping still, without moving and without thought, just like the 
Buddha Amitâbha of the Land of Limitless Longevity…… Compassionate beings who 
respectfully take refuge in the Three Jewels and who permanently concentrate upon 
Amitâbha can undoubtedly meet him in a year.25

By offering an expeditious access to the Buddhist paradise, Foshuo sanchu jing 
reframes chu as quintessentially Buddhist rituals whose efficacy surpasses their 
Daoist counterparts. Furthermore, a recension of the text titled Foshuo tingchu jing 
佛説停廚經 (Sûtra of the Interrupted Kitchens as Preached by the Buddha) further 
reconfigures chu as eschatological practices expounded by the Buddha during the 

22. Mollier 2008: 15.
23. Foshuo sanchu jing 佛説三廚經, T 2894. Mollier translated the “Three Kitchens” as “the 

spontaneous Kitchen of compassion and consciousness of the self ” (慈悲自覺自然廚), 
“the Kitchen of the four steps towards the enlightenment of a self-realized Buddha and 
the non-conceptualization of the auditors” (辟支四果聲聞無思廚), and “the spontaneous 
Kitchen of being, non-being, and non-divine” (非有無非神自然廚). See Mollier 2008: 29. 

24. Mollier 2008: 30. 
25. T 2894: 常住不動 不思飲食 猶如阿彌陀佛無量壽國等無有異也...... 慈悲眾生 歸敬三寶 恒念

阿彌陀佛 至一年必得見佛 決定無疑. Modified translation based on Mollier 2008: 29-34. 
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final age of the Dharma. In particular, the text states that before his passing, the 
Buddha addresses his assembly at Kusînagara and deplored how the unenlightened 
indulges in vulgar aliment that generates inferior rebirth. The Buddha then praises 
chu rituals for their ability to generate superior nourishment that can guide one 
to the path of longevity.26 The popularity of this scripture is demonstrated by 
the fact that copies of Foshuo tingchu jing have been located in Dunhuang, which 
include lists of vegetal and mineral drugs for lifespan extension.27 At times, the 
emphasis upon longevity and therapeutic diets in this text renders the supposedly 
Buddhist scripture indistinguishable from its Daoist counterparts. It should also be 
noted that other recensions of Foshuo tingchu jing have been found in the Shingon 
establishment at Mount Kôya, although the context of their use remains unclear.28 

The oscillation between corporeal and mental nourishments is also evident 
in other Buddhist scriptures such as Daloutan jing 大樓炭經 (Sûtra of the Great 
Conflagration), in which the attainment of mental breakthrough is materialized 
in terms of the celestial feasts in the Four Heavens, where innumerable dishes 
are conjured out of the deities’ mental concentration (Ch. yinian 意念).29 Here, 
the visualization of food is deployed to guide practitioners in conquering hunger 

26. Foshuo tingchu jing 佛説停廚經, P 2637 and P 2703 R°: 爾時 如來在俱屍那城雙樹下 二月

十五日臨涅槃時 告阿難及人天大眾言 吾滅度後 末世眾生 從大劫來 輪溺生死 未得常真 皆由

未斷世間飲食五味 諸物萬計 辛苦勤求 縱得其食 大小便利 九孔常流 食啖他身 遞相煞害 後
不免四大無常 朽壞體脈 沉諸惡道 我為汝說一切 如來停廚法門 令交此眾 依法誦持 求利求食 
沉淪之苦 現世斷除 貪欲愆犯 何況當得決定常身 從初百及至百年一劫 萬年多劫 在世不饑 壽
命極長.

27. Mollier 2008: 35-36.
28. They are titled Foshuo santingchu jing 佛説三廚停經 (Sûtra of the Three Interrupted 

Kitchens as Preached by the Buddha). See Mollier 2008: 25-27. The popularity of 
scriptures related to the Three Kitchens during the Tang dynasty is specified in 
Kaiyuan shijiao lu 開元釋教錄 (Record of Śâkyamuni’s Teaching during the Kaiyuan 
Era) written by Zhisheng 智昇 (668-740) in 730. Yet, Zhisheng describes the origin 
of the text as “suspicious” (yi 疑). See T 2154. It was further denounced as a work of 
Buddhist plagiarism by Du Guangting 杜光庭 (850-933) in his Daoist miraculous story 
collection Daojian lingyan ji 道教靈驗記 (Record of Miracles in Support of Daoism), which 
contains a story of a Buddhist imposter who received fatal punishment for plagiarizing 
Daoist scriptures. See DZ 590. Makita Tairyô has argued that scriptures on the 
Three Kitchens should have been known and circulated in Japan at least by the eighth 
century, see Makita 1976: 248-351. 

29. Daloutan jing 大樓炭經 , T 23: 四天王諸天 食自然食衣被及澡浴...... 是為以意念作食何等為

識食者 泥犁中人 及無想天人 以識作食 是為識食
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during meditation. Similarly, the fifth-century Weimojie suoshuo jing 維摩詰所説經 
(Teaching of Vimalakîrti) details an episode in which the Historical Buddha offers 
a sumptuous banquet to innumerable bodhisattvas. Conjured from his wisdom, 
morality, and concentration, the meal is described as inexhaustible to the degree that 
even if the deities open their mouths as vast as the towering Mount Sumeru, there 
would still be leftovers.30 The image of abundance not only encourages practitioners 
to endure their abstinence, but it also underscores that a complete liberation could 
only be achieved by overcoming corporeal needs. Whether as funerary artifacts or 
meditative rituals, chu operate elastically across belief systems to render the abstract 
concept of mental transcendence relatable and attainable.

In the context of early Japan, while institutionalized Daoism was not evident 
during the seventh century, material and textual sources indicate that Daoist ideas 
would have informed funerary practices and the concepts of the afterlife of the 
political elites. Take, for instance, the seventh-century Tenjukoku shûchô 天寿国

繍帳 (Embroidered Curtain of the Land of Heavenly Lifespan) from Chûgûji, Nara. 
According to its inscription, after Prince Shôtoku’s passing in 622, one of his 
consorts Inabe no Tachibana no Ô 位奈部橘王 (dates unknown) obtained Suiko’s 
approval for creating the embroidery that visualized the prince’s rebirth in the 
heavenly realm.31 Alongside Buddhist motifs such as monks and f lying apsaras, 
the curtain also contains woven images of a turtle, a vermillion bird, and a moon 
disk occupied by an alchemical hare – all common motifs in the pictorial programs 
of continental tombs. The former two in particular might belong to a group of 
mythical beasts known as the Four Divinities (Ch. Sishen 四神) that correspond to 
the four cardinal directions.32 That the inscription employs the term Tenjukoku 

30. Weimojie suoshuo jing 維摩詰所説經, T 475: 使一切人食揣若須彌 乃至一劫 猶不能盡 所以

者何 無盡戒定 智慧解脱 解脱知見 功德具足者 所食之餘 終不可盡. Modified translation 
based on Mollier 2008: 43-44.

31. Pradel 2016: 88-93.
32. In this case the turtle might represent the Dark Warrior of the north (genbu 玄武) and 

the latter the Vermillion Bird of the south (suzaku 朱雀). The Four Divinities operates 
in a system of correspondence alongside the four cardinal directions, yin-yang, and the 
Five Phases. It is believed that the system of correspondence was formulated during the 
Warring States period (ca. 480-221 BCE). See Pradel 2016: 46-49. Nagaoka Ryûsaku 
has argued that the Four Divinities might not be an exclusively Daoist motif, especially 
considering that they also embellish Buddhist reliquaries alongside images of the Four 
Guardian Kings, and that similar design can also be found in the pedestal for the 
Medicine Buddha at the Golden Hall of Yakushiji. See Nagaoka 2005: 29-40; Suzuki 
2012: 21-22; Van Goethem 2011.
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天寿国 to denote the immortal realm further indicates an awareness in Japan of 
Daoist texts such as Taiping jing 太平經 (Scripture of Great Peace), which states that 
those who have attained sagehood would receive the heavenly lifespan (tianshou 天
壽) of one hundred and twenty years, followed by the earthly longevity (dishou 地壽) 
of one hundred years, and the human longevity (renshou 人壽) of eighty years.33 By 
situating Prince Shôtoku’s afterlife in the Land of Heavenly Lifespan, the curtain 
collaborated with other visual discourses that fuelled the refashioning of Prince 
Shôtoku as an immortal-sage. Of equal significance is that the spatial concept of 
Tenjukoku (Ch. Tianshouguo) was also deployed in Buddhist scriptures to refer 
to Sukhâvatî, the Pure Land of Amitâbha.34 In part, the expanding potential of lay 
donors might foster both Daoism and Buddhism to highlight longevity over other 
benefits in the competition for patronage. Such tendency is most discernible in the 
Chinese translation of the title of Sukhâvatîvyûha Sûtra as Wuliangshoujing 無量壽經 
(Sûtra of Measureless Lifespan), whose emphasis on longevity is absent in the Sanskrit 
original. Moreover, the rendering of Sukhâvatî as Wuliangshouguo 無量壽國 in 
Chinese indicates how the notion of Buddhist paradise was understood in relation 
to the Daoist idea of Tianshouguo.35 

Zushi as Political Vessels

While the use and reception of zushi in Japan might be in part conditioned by the 
discourse of chu, the former acquired new meanings in the Nara court as political 
vessels. The shift is evident in the inventories of the royal repository Shôsôin 正
倉院 such as the 756 Kokka chinpôchô 国家珍宝帳 (Record of Rare Treasures of the 
State; hereafter Chinpôchô), which contains a long list of approximately 650 objects 
dedicated by Empress Kômyô 光明 (701-760) to the Cosmic Buddha of Tôdaiji on 
behalf of the deceased Emperor Shômu 聖武 (701-756).36 Here, a red-lacquered 
wooden cabinet specified as zushi is recorded to be passed down through six rulers: 

33. Taiping jing 太平經, DZ 1101. See also Hendrischke 2006: 177; Pradel 2016: 129.
34. Pradel 2016: 127.
35. For an overview of the cult of Amitâbha in the Asuka Period, see Nakano 2013: 

40-58. The entanglement of the two religions is further supported by the fact that 
in Wuliangshoujing the teaching of Amitâbha is called Daojiao 道教 – the name that 
Daoism came to be known in Chinese. See Pradel 2016: 128; Verellen 1992.

36. Nishikawa 2012: 55. I thank Inamoto Yasuo and Tomana Yū for suggesting this 
article.
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One zushi in red-lacquered hardwood, in ancient style with gilt fittings. This item has 
been passed down from Asuka Kiyomihara no miya Gyô Tennô (Emperor Tenmu) to 
Fujiwara no miya Gyô Daijô Tennô (Emperor Jitô); then from her to Fujiwara no miya 
Gyô Taikô Tennô (Emperor Monmu); then to Heijô no miya Gyô Chûdaijô Tennô 
(Emperor Genshô); then to Heijô no miya Gyô Godaijô Tennô (Emperor Shômu) on the 
seventh day of the seventh month; then to the current emperor (Emperor Kôken), who 
offered it to the Cosmic Buddha.37 

The entry indicates that zushi operated as symbolic vessels in the conferral of 
political power in Japan by the eighth century. Akin to royal regalia that were passed 
down through generations of emperors, zushi were mobilized by the Nara court 
to buttress the myth of an unbroken lineage of the ruling family.38 While the said 
cabinet cannot be identified in the current Shôsôin collection, Chinpôchô details its 
use for the storage of rare and exotic treasures from different parts of Eurasia.39 The 
inventory also mentions another red-lacquered zushi that was offered as a diplomatic 
gift from the Baekje King Uija 義慈王 (r. 641-660) to Fujiwara no Kamatari 藤原

鎌足 (614-669).40 Entrusted by the royal family, Kamatari was the founder of the 
powerful Fujiwara clan, and his influence infiltrated all aspects of court affairs by 
the mid-seventh century. Moreover, the gift was bestowed at a precarious time when 
the Baekje Kingdom desperately sought diplomatic backing against the military 
threat of Silla. As such, Nishikawa Akihiko has purported that both red-lacquered 
zushi in the Chinpôchô were imported from the Korean kingdoms, especially 
considering that the former is described as stylistically “ancient” (inishie zama 古
様) – an expression in early Japan that highlights the exotic nature of artifacts from 
continental kingdoms.41 

The refashioning of zushi as political vessels in early Japan, however, cannot be 
fully accounted for without considering the court’s engagement with Daoist ideas. 
While there is no evidence of institutionalized Daoism in the Nara court, it should 

37. Text reproduced in NI Vol. 3: 434: 厨子壹口 赤漆文欟木古様作金銅鉸具 右件厨子是飛

鳥浄原宮御宇天皇傳賜藤原宮御宇太上天皇 天皇傳賜藤原宮御宇太行天皇 天皇傳賜平城宮

御宇中太上天皇 天皇七月七日傳賜平城宮御宇御太上天皇 天皇傳賜今上 今上謹獻盧舎那佛. 
38. Nitô 2006: 35; Hu 2018: 193. For the relationship between Buddhism and the 

imperial regalia, see Faure 2004. 
39. Nishikawa 2012: 64-68.
40. Text reproduced in NI Vol. 2: 437: 赤漆欟木厨子壹口 右百濟國王義慈進於内太臣.
41. Nishikawa 2012: 63.
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be noted that purposeful reconfiguration of Daoist symbolism intensified during the 
reigns of Emperors Tenmu 天武 (r. 673-686) and Jitô 持統 (r. 686-697) to formulate 
a new governing ideology.42 As Herman Ooms has pointed out, the shift is evident 
in the consolidation of the ruler’s title from ôkimi 大王 (“great sovereign”) to tennô 天
皇 (“heavenly sovereign”) in the second half of the seventh century.43 Furthermore, 
Nihon shoki, which predated Chinpôchô by less than four decades, contains records 
of miraculous events with strong Daoist undertones. For example, the chronicle 
records that Yamato Takeru 日本武尊 (dates unknown), the son of the mythical 
ruler Keikô 景行, metamorphosed into a white bird upon his death.44 Ooms has 
argued that Takeru’s transformation was inspired by the Daoist notion of shjie 屍
解, a technique that liberates one from the limit of the corporeal body for attaining 
immortality.45 Ascribing such ability to key figures such as Takeru underscores that 
Daoist discourses of longevity were deemed appropriate for the weaving of court 
mythology.46

The commingling of belief systems in early Japan is further demonstrated 
by the seventh-century Tamamushi Shrine (Tamamushi no zushi 玉虫厨子) once 
installed in the Golden Hall of Hôryûji. Believed to be the earliest extant zushi in 
Japan, its form resonates strongly with that of Chinese chu-type mingqi in terms of 
architectural elements such as a hip-and-gable roof, abridged bracketing systems, 
and movable door panels.47 Most importantly, the earliest documents related to 
the shrine denote it as gûden 宮殿 (“palace”) rather than zushi.48 For instance, the 
747 Hôryûji garan engi narabini ruki shizaichô 法隆寺伽藍縁起并流記資財帳 (The 
Circumstances of the Founding of Hôryûji and the List of its Treasures) mentions two 

42. Ooms 2009: xviii-xix and 132-153.
43. Ooms 2009: 43. 
44. NS Vol. 2:  386-387. For English translation, see Aston 1972 Vol. 1: 210.
45. Ooms 2015: 40-41.
46. NS Vol. 3:  570-571. For English translation, see Aston 1972 Vol. 2: 144-145. Another 

entry in 613 states that Prince Shôtoku encountered a beggar on the road to Kataoka 
片岡, to whom he offered food and garments. Soon after, the beggar was reported to 
have transformed into an immortal upon his death, leaving no corpse behind. At awe, 
Shôtoku declared the beggar as a “Perfected Man” (mahito 真人) – another strong 
indicator of the court’s awareness of similar notion in Zhuangzi 莊子, which was 
refashioned as a Daoist canon in China by the fourth century. See Como 2003: 78 and 
2008: 101.

47. See Maeda 1985; Walley 2012.
48. Horton 2007: 165. The term gûden is also pronounced as guden or kyûden.
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gûdenzô 宮殿像 (“palatial forms”) inside the Golden Hall.49 One of them is said to 
contain gilt bronze embossed images of the Thousand Buddhas, which match the 
interior of the upper section of the Tamamushi Shrine. The term “palatial form” is 
significant as it is commonly found in Daoist texts to denote the celestial realm of 
the immortals. Translated visually, such realms are often represented in the form 
of a two-storied palatial structure (Ch. gongdian 宮殿) atop a majestic mountain 
populated by celestial figures and mythical beasts. The image strongly resonates 
with the design of the Tamamushi Shrine, in which the miniaturized palace is 
situated above an elongated dais (shumiza 須弥座) that evokes the towering presence 
of Mount Sumeru.50 In this sense, zushi can be regarded as mesocosmic agents 
that mediate between the microcosm of the beholder’s body and the macrocosm of 
religious universe.51

Modes of Mobility: Zushi as Mediating Agents

The tripartite relationship between the corporeal, the architectural, and the 
cosmological as embedded in chu or zushi is equally discernible in another 
enshrinement format known as kan 龕  ( Jp. gan). In the seventh-century 
Buddhist lexicon Yiqiejing yinyi 一切經音義 (Sounds and Meanings of All Buddhist 
Scriptures), the character kan is combined with shi 室 (“room”) to form kanshi 龕
室, meaning either niches on the four sides of a pagoda, or portable shrines made 
of sandalwood.52 The former is exemplified by cave 2 of the Yungang Grottoes, 

49. Text reproduced in NI Vol. 1: 345: 宮殿像貳具 一具金泥押出千佛像 一具金泥銅像.
50. Walley 2012: 321. A Song dynasty embroidery now at the National Palace Museum 

in Taipei contains similar depiction, in which a majestic mountain is deployed to frame 
the palatial structure at the center. For reproduction, see Watt et al. 1997: 57.

51. For the notion of mesocosm, see Mus 1935 Vol. 1: 100; Faure 2017: 100; Strong 
1996: 307. What is more, the Daoist discourse of inner alchemy (Ch. neidan 內丹) also 
mobilizes architectural vocabulary to visual the human body. For instance, Daoist 
texts such as Huangting jing 黄庭經 (Scripture of the Yellow Court) inspired the image 
of body-landscape known as Neijing tu 內經圖 (Chart of the Internal Passageways), in 
which the human brain is represented by a palatial structure named niwan gong 泥丸

宮. Intriguingly, niwan is believed to be the Chinese phonetic transcription of nirvâṇa, 
further suggesting the cross-pollination between Buddhist and Daoist discourses on 
the metaphorical use of architectural forms. See Huang 2015: 71-72; Komjathy 2007: 
138.

52. Huilin 慧琳, Yiqiejing yinyi 一切經音義, T 2128: 案龕室者如今之檀龕之類也 於大塔四面

安其小龕 如室 故言龕室 此小室中有種種形皃 如檀龕像也.
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in which clusters of kan, each housing its own buddha, pile up as building blocks 
to conjure the central pillar. Although the ensemble has been interpreted as 
representing Mount Sumeru, the proliferation of kan – each encapsulating a 
“Buddha-field” (Skt. buddhakṣetra) – indicates an attempt to visually render the 
multiple world systems in Mahāyāna Buddhism. Here, their multiplicity serves 
to confront beholders the illusion of singularity: that this life is merely one of the 
uncountable phenomena that has been repeated across other spaces and times.53 

Similar to the cases of chu and zushi, kan serve as framing devices as much as 
expedient means to communicate the immensity of Buddhist worldview, situating 
beholders at the threshold upon which spatiotemporal differences are collapsed and 
abnegated. 

According to Yiqiejing yinyi, kan also take the form of portable shrines. 
Commonly known as fokan 佛龕 (Jp. butsugan), they are formally and functionally 
similar to zushi – to the degree that butsugan and zushi were used interchangeably 
to denote portable shrines in general in medieval Japan. One such example is the 
sandalwood shrine now preserved in Kongôbuji at Mount Kôya, which is believed 
to be imported by Kûkai 空海 (774-835).54 That earlier precedents of portable 
shrines have been located in the Gandhâra and Kashmir regions suggests that they 
were produced primarily for itinerant monks, merchants, and other travelers that 
frequented the Silk Road.55 The formal characteristics of the Kongôbuji shrine 
further support such connection. For example, curvilinear forms can be found at 
the top of the left and right wings that evoke the interior of a karst cave, while at 
the center top a rolled-up curtain carved in low relief precedes brick-like façade to 
simulate the grandeur of a palatial interior. The juxtaposition of natural and man-
made environments recalls similar representation in Buddhist art of early Japan, in 
particular the clay tableaux inside the Hôryûji pagoda as well as the embossed icons 
inside the Tamamushi Shrine, both of which evoke the interior of Buddhist grottoes 
and engulf it within a timber structure.56 

53. Wong 2008: 60-62. For a detailed study of the major discrepancies on the description 
of Mount Sumeru in different scriptures, see Sotomura 2011. For the development 
of central pillar as the representation of Mount Sumeru in Chinese cave temples, see 
Mukai 2013: 99-104.

54. The shrine is commonly called Shoson butsugan 諸尊佛龕 (“Buddhist Shrine of 
Assembled Deities”) in current scholarship. No consensus has been reached regarding 
its iconography. See Bogel 2009: 131-135; Rowan 1997: 222-232; Itô 1988: 15; Li 2012: 
83.

55. Rowan 1997: 254.
56. Walley 2014.
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57. Zengyi ahan jing 增壹阿含經, T 125.
58. Boehm 2012: 131-138; Suzuki 1992; Shen 2018: 139. 
59. McHugh 2012; Schopen 2015. On the efficacy of sandalwood and other local tree 

species deployed in Japanese Buddhist sculpture, see Nedachi 2008.
60. Wong 2018: 24-26. 
61. Boehm 2012: 89-97.

Carved out of a sandalwood log, the materiality of the Kongôbuji shrine also 
serves to bridge spatiotemporal differences. According to the Chinese translation 
of Ekottara Âgama (Zengyi ahan jing 增壹阿含經), King Udayana of Vatsa (dates 
unknown), upon hearing the departure of the Historical Buddha from his kingdom, 
commissioned the first image of the Buddha in sandalwood.57 Known as the “King 
Udayana icon” (Ch. Youtianwang zaoxiang 優塡王造像), the image was said to be 
modelled after the physical appearance of the sage, and was venerated as such. 
Since the image is portrayed as the first life-size figural representation of the 
Historical Buddha, the legend accords sandalwood an aura of authenticity that 
evokes the space and time of the founder.58 Moreover, the scent of sandalwood 
further substantiates such a premise of intimacy: as one of his eighty secondary 
marks, the Buddha is said to exude the fragrance of sandalwood.59 Due to these 
associations, the “King Udayana icon” was extensively replicated in South Asia, and 
one such copy was brought back from India to China in 645 by Xuanzang 玄奘 (ca. 
602-664), fostering the eighth-century “Indian boom” in Buddhist art across East 
Asia.60 

While it remains unclear when the amalgam between butsugan and zushi 
began, such merging was certainly fostered by the expansion of sandalwood icons 
in medieval Japan. Due to the shortage of sandalwood, by the ninth century 
the material was often substituted by local tree species in Japan such as hinoki 
檜 (cupressus funebris Endl) and kaya 榧 (torreya nucifera).61 Similar to the copies 
of the King Udayana icon, these species are framed as the “local manifestations” 
of sandalwood, and thereby perceived as equally efficacious in evoking the 
corporeal presence of the Buddha. That the ascribed qualities of sandalwood are 
rendered transferable to other materials might pave the way for similar negotiation 
between zushi and butsugan, especially considering that the latter two both deploy 
architectural forms, non-anthropocentric scale, and portability to conjure an 
intimate experience with the sacred. As a matter of fact, a majority of portable 
shrines produced for sale in Japan today retain the triptych format, cylindrical 
shape, and embellishment schema of the Kongôbuji shrine. The recurrence of these 
features as tokens of authenticity suggests that what was considered efficacious in 
medieval Buddhism might not depart significantly from that of today. 
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Conclusion

Beyond serving as enshrinement formats, zushi operate as mediating agents in 
negotiating political interests and religious concepts. The case studies 
presented here are by no means exhaustive. Nonetheless, they call attention 
to the paramount yet under-examined role of mobility in Buddhist art. 
Physically, the portability of zushi allows the experience of the sacred to take 
place flexibly beyond monastic settings. Conceptually, such mobility operates 
in terms of the mutual transferability of qualities between zushi and butsugan. 
Furthermore, even if they are installed at home or in a temple, zushi still 
exercise a kind of “implied mobility” predicated on their materiality and their 
mesocosmic function that bridges the corporeal, the architectural, and the 
cosmological. Zushi therefore operate through an aesthetic of displacement: 
they are considered efficacious by being perpetually from, at, or to somewhere 
else. Unassuming yet ubiquitous, zushi invite us to an alternative universe that 
is intimate yet boundless, and challenge known perimeters of how we approach 
our immediate surroundings and the world at large.

Abbreviation

DZ Daozang, ed. by Schipper and Verellen (2004).
NI Nara ibun, ed. by Takeuchi, et al. (1968).
NS  Nihon shoki, ed. by Kojima, et al. (1994-1998).
P Pelliot manuscript in the Bibliothèque nationale de France.
T  Taishô shinshû daizôkyô, ed. by Takakusu and Watanabe (1924-1934).
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